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Prove all things; hold fast that which is good. – 1
Thessalonians 5:21
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Meet Wolf-Ekkehard Lönnig, a brilliant scientist who
worked at the Max-Planck Institute until his
retirement. Though he has written four books on the
subject of evolution, he has infuriated evolutionists
everywhere by daring to challenge Neo-Darwinism on
scientific grounds.
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He told the Diplomacy Post in March 2014: "A scientific hypothesis should
be potentially falsifiable.... However," he added, "the idea of slow evolution
by 'infinitesimally small inherited variations' etc. has been falsified by the
findings of palaeontology... as well [as] genetics. Yet its adherents
principally reject any scientific proof against Neo-Darwinism," he said, "so
that, in fact, their theory has become a non-falsifiable worldview, to which
people stick in spite of all contrary evidence."
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He added that scientists continue to support evolution despite the evidence
that actually falsified evolution because "without Darwinism, philosophic
materialism has lost its battle against an intelligent origin of the world."
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Though Wolf-Ekkehard Lönnig has stopped short of giving recognition to
God as the Intelligent Designer, we applaud his work for showing that
evolution doesn't even deserve to be called scientific.
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Ref: http://dippost.com/2014/03/22/wolf-ekkehard-lonnig-complex-systems-in-biologyoverwhelmingly-point-to-an-intelligent-origin-of-living-beings/. "Lönnig: Complex systems in
nature point to an intelligent origin for life", Diplomacy Post, 3/22/14. Photo: From Diplomacy Post.
(Fair Use).
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